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Abstract. GPSmeasurements
spanning
~3 yearshave ring et al., 1986]. SLR estimatesof Australianstation
beenusedto determinevelocities
for 7 siteson the Aus- velocitiesagreewith NNR-NUVEL1 [Argusand Gortralian,PacificandAntarcticplates.The sitevelocitiesdon,1991]in direction,but are slowerby ~10% [Robagreewithbothplatemodelpredictions
andotherspace binset al., 1993].Thefirstpermanent
GPSreceivers
on
geodetic techniques. We find no evidence for inter- the Australian plate were installed in early 1990, and
nal deformation of the interior of the Australian plate. there have been long-term GPS measurementsat a toWellington, New Zealand, located in the Australian- tal of 5 siteson the plate (Figure1). Thereare two•IGS

Pacificplate boundaryzone,moves20•5 mm/yr west- siteson the Pacificplate, Kokee,Hawaii (since1987)
and Pamatai, FrenchPolynesia(since1992). A perma-

southwest relative to the Australian plate. Its velocity lies midway between the predicted velocitiesof the
two plates. Relative Euler vectors for the AustraliaAntarctica and Pacific-Antarctica plates agree within
one standard deviation with the NUVEL-1A predictions.

nent site at McMurdo, Antarctica was established in
February 1992.
The earliest data used in this study were collected

duringthe GIG '91 experiment(January-February
1991)
[Heftin et al., 1992]. We alsousedglobalstationcoordinates estimated approximately once per week for
the IGS network from February 1992 through November 1993, at which time the antenna at McMurdo was
moved. Except for small data gaps associatedwith re-

Introduction

One goal of spacegeodesyin the past two decadeshas
ceivermalfunctionsin the Australia/Antarcticaarea,
been to measurecurrent valuesof relative plate motions
the time seriesof station coordinatesis distributed fairly
and compare them with plate motions averaged over
evenly in time over this 20 month period. Our data set
the last threemillionyears[DeMetset al., 1990].Over
includesmost of the sites in the global network, but for
the past decade,satellitelaserranging(SLR) and very
this paper we will concentrateon the resultsfor our 're-

longbaselineinterferometry(VLBI) havemeasured
precise velocitiesfor several plates, principally the North

gionalnetwork'(Table 1). Figure 2 showsthe location
of the global siteswe used over the courseof this study

American,Pacific,and Eurasianplates [Robaudoand
for orbit estimation. Due to improved station coverage
Harrison,1993;Robbinset al., 1993,Ryan et al., 1993]. and an increasingnumber of satellites,the precisionof a
The Global PositioningSystem(GPS) has openedup daily GPS solutionincreasedsteadily during the period

most of the world to plate motion studies. We use the

of this study.

InternationalGPS Servicefor geodynamics
(IGS) perThe GPS data were analyzedwith the Gipsy 2.0 softmanentnetwork[Beutlerand Brockmann,
1993]to es- ware developedby the Jet PropulsionLaboratory. Each
timate velocitiesfor sites on the Australian, Pacific and

position estimate is based on 24 hours of pseudorange
and phasedata decimatedto 6 minute points. We gento determine the relative motions of thesethree plates.
erally followed the strategy described by Heftin et al.
Although the relative motion of Antarctica is well con[1992]. The coordinates
of 6 globallydistributedsites
strained by geologicdata, to date there have been no
were
constrained
to
agree
with VLBI/SLR coordinates
publishedgeodeticestimatesof its motion.
with an a priori uncertainty of 10 meters, while the remaining sites were unconstrained.
Measurements and Analysis
We apply a posteriori reference frame constraints
Spacegeodeticobservations
havebeen made in Aus- by transforming the station coordinatesfrom each GPS
tralia sincethe 1970's[Christodoulidis
et al., 1985;Her- solution to agree on averagewith the ITRF92 reference

Antarcticplates(Figure1), andusethesesitevelocities

frame[Boucheret al., 1993].The fit is weightedby the

formal errors of the GPS solutionscaledby 2.5 and by
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the formal

errors

for the ITRF92

station

coordinates.

The scale factor was chosento reduce the chi square
per degreesof freedom to 1.
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Figure 1. Horizontal
stationvelocities
with95%con- the Pacific and Australian plates are shown. The inset

fidenceellipses. The vectorswithout sigmasare the showsWellington'smotion relative to the Australian
NNR-A predictions. Wellingtonpredictionsfor both plate.

We selected a subset of 11 sites from the ITRF92

1A model has been computed based on these revi-

sions[DeMetset al., in press].This newmodel,NNRo
mation (Figure 2). The choiceof referencesiteswas NUVEL-1A (hereaftercalledNNR-A), scalesNNR by

model as reference sites to define each day's transfor-

dictated by the quality of eachsite'spositionand ve- 0.9562. Note that our reference frame constraint is
locity,it's temporalcontinuity,and by the geometryof based on NNR-NUVEL-1, not NNR-A. The agreement

of our results with NNR-A suggeststhat the effect of
fit these criteria in Europe and North America. How- this inconsistencyin the referenceframe is small.
ever,the choicesare limited in the southernhemisphere,
and we chosenearly all availablesites. This methodof
Results
specifyingthe referenceframe doesnot constrainthe Geodetic
positionor velocityof any one site; it constrainsthe
weightedaverageof all the reference
sites.Only oneof
The horizontalcomponentsof the McMurdo-Yaragathe regionalsites,Yaragadee,was usedas a reference deeinterstationvector(5780km) aredepictedin Figure
site, soestimatesof relativevelocitiesbetweenregional 3. The north-south extension of the baseline is clearly
site• were not constraineda priori.
shown.Using the weightedrms scatter about the best
ITRF92 positionsandvelocitiesarederivedfromSLR fit line to defineprecisionfor all baselinesin the regional
and VLBI measurements with a no-net-rotation con- network,horizontalprecisioncan be characterized
as 3straintwith respectto NNR-NUVEL-1 [Argusand Gor- 4 mm + 3 partsin 10ø, with a largerconstanttermfor
the referencenetwork. There are multiple sites which

don,1991].Recentrevisions
of the magnetictime scale the vertical component.

have shown that the velocities in the NUVEL-1

model

Station velocities are determined from the individ-

are systematically
too fastby about4 %. The NUVEL- ual stationpositionsassuminglinearmotionwith time.
Figure i showsthe estimatedhorizontalvelocitiesat
Table

1. Local Site Information

Site

ID

Obs.

Time Span

Canberra
Hobart
Kokee Park
McMurdo
Pamatai
Townsville

CANB
HOBA
KOKB
MCMU
PAMA
TOWN

77
23
73
76
60
51

1991.06-1993.81
1993.21-1993.81
1991.06-1993.81
1991.06-1993.81
1992.17-1993.81
1991.06-1992.88

Wellington
Yaragadee

WELL
YAR1

53
89

1991.06-1992.88
1991.06-1993.81

the network sites, along with the NNR-A predictions.
Our velocitiesare in excellentagreementwith the predictionsof the NNR-A model(Table 2). With the ex-

ceptionof the north componentof Kokee,the individual GPS velocity componentsare all within two standard deviationsof NNR-A. Again, except for Kokee,
the velocitiesagreewell with the ITRF92 model,which
is basedon independentVLBI and $LR data. Plate
tectonicmodelspredictno verticalmotions,and we observesignificantvertical deformationonly at Wellington, whichis locatedin a plate boundaryzone.
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dicted velocities of the Australian and Pacific plates

(Figure 1), 20:[:5mm/yr to the west relative to the
Australianplate. Bibby et al. [1986]estimatedthe
60'N
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velocity field of New Zealand based on integration of
the strain rates observedby surfacegeodeticmeasurements. They predicted that Wellington moves 20:k4

0'

mm/yr west-southwest
relativeto the Australianplate.
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The agreementis remarkable,consideringthe difference
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in the methods used to obtain the velocities.

It has been

noted before that the velocitiesof sitesin plate boundary zones are, to first order, linear combinations of the

velocitiesof the platesinvolved[Ward, 1988;Smith et
al., 1990].

180'E

The motion of a rigid plate on a spherical earth can
Figure 2. GlobalGPS trackingstations(IGS network)
usedin this study. Open squaresrepresentstationsused be specifiedby an Euler vector, representinga rotation
to define the reference frame.
about an axis passingthrough the geocenter.Plate ve-

locities(relativeto the geodeticreference
frame)areestimated by inverting the relation v = f• x r where f• is
the plate's Euler vector, v is the station velocity, and r
is the positionof the station. The inversionis weighted
Plate tectonic models predict no changein baseline by the full covarianceof the velocities. The Euler veclength betweenstationssituated on the sameplate. The tor for a tectonic plate cannot be resolvedwith only one
GPS length estimatesfor interstation vectorsbetween site velocity.
Canberraand Yaragadee,Townsville,and Hobart (The Australian and PacificEuler vectorsare uniquely
3:k3,3:k7,and3:!:7mm/yr respectively)
shownosignif- determined by the GPS data, but the Antarctica Euler
icant changeat the one standard deviation level. Like- vector is not. We must apply a priori information to
Discussion

wise,there is no significant(6:k6 mm/yr) lengthening
of the Pamatai

to Kokee baseline on the Pacific Plate.

Wellington(New Zealand)is locatedon the margin of the Australian plate, 85 km from the Hikurangi
Trough, which representsthe boundary with the Pacific plate. Its velocity lies midway between the pre-

be able to determine

this Euler

vector.

Because Mc-

Murdo is near the Earth's spin axis, the z component
of the Antarctica Euler vector is poorly determinedby
the data. Thus, we constrain the z component of the
Antarctica

Euler vector to its NNR-A

value with an a

priori uncertaintyof 0.05 degrees/millionyear. For
comparison, the uncertainty in the NUVEL-1A rela-

30

tive Euler vector between the Antarctic

east

and Australian

platesis lessthan 0.009degrees/million
year. The esti-

20

mated value that resultsfor the z componentis equiv-

alentto the prior value(Table3).

o
s

The Euler vectors for Australia-Antarctica

0

tic-Antarctica agree with NUVEL-1A within one standard deviation. Of the three plates, the Pacific plate

_10
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north
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East and north componentsfor the

Yaragadee-McMurdo interstation vector. Error bars are
one standard

and Paci-

deviation.

Euler vectoragreesleast well with NNR-A, although
still within two standarddeviations.This not surprising, giventhat both siteson the Pacificplate, Kokeeand
Pamatai, were movingsignificantlyfaster than NNR-A
predictions. It is not yet clear whether these Pacific
plate results are due to a true difference in the motion
of the Pacific plate, internal deformation of the Pacific

Table 2. StationVelocities-mm/yr
North

GPS
East

Vert.

Canberra
Hobart
Kokee Park
McMurdo
Pamatai
Townsville

55.8:[:1.8
51.7:k6.1
37.0:kl.6
-8.3:k2.5
36.9:k2.5
56.9:k2.3

16.6:k2.6
25.8:k13.0
-60.1:k2.7
11.6:k2.8
-71.9:k6.4
27.6:k4.2

1.2:k4.2
24.1:k27.0
-2.4:k4.6
-9.5:k 6.8
-8.0:k10.2
17.9:k8.3

Wellington
Yaragadee

32.9:k0.8
59.6+2.1

-20.2:k4.2
42.6:k3.1

24.4:k7.7
7.3:[:4.7

North
53.7
54.4
32.3

NNR-A
East

Vert.

17.7
12.8
-58.3

0
0
0

-11.7

7.5

0

31.5

-62.9

54.7
37.1

30.0
-0.6

59.1

39.0

ITRF92
East

North

Vert.

54.9
58.9
33.5

16.6
11.1
-61.5

5.0
4.7
-1.4

0

-

-

-

0
0

-

-

-

0

59.0

37.4

-2.6
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Table 3. Euler Vector Components-degrees/millionyears
X
Antarctica
Australia

Pacific

ANTA-AUST
ANTA-PCFC

Y

-0.074+0.027(-0.047)
0.440+0.021(0.449)
-0.078+0.069(-0.087)

-0.060+0.022(-0.097)
0.316+0.018(0.294)
0.327+0.031(0.277)
-0.514+0.032(-0.496+0.007) -0.376+0.025(-0.391+0.010)
0.004+0.070(0.040+0.013) -0.387+0.039(-0.375+0.00)

Z

0.212-1-0.050
(0.212)
0.359-1-0.022
(0.360)
-0.620+0.031(-0.571)
-0.147+0.054(-0.148+0.008)
0.8324-0.059(0.784+0.011)

NNR-A predictions in parentheses.

plate, local deformation, or simply an inconsistencyof
the reference

frames.

Conclusions

With a nearly three year time span of GPS observations, we were able to estimate coordinate veloci-

ties with an accuracyof 3 mm/yr (comparison
with
ITRF92). We find no geodeticevidencefor internaldeformation of the Australian plate. We have estimated
Euler vectors for the Pacific, Australian, and Antarctic
plates. Relative Euler vectors for Australia-Antarctica

and Pacific-Antarctica agree within one standard devi-

ation with NUVEL-1A. The site at Wellington(New
Zealand)is movingwith a velocityintermediatebe-

associatedvelocity field, IERS Technical Note 15, IERS
Central Bureau, Observatoire de Paris, 1993.
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